
CASE STUDY

SHR Software Solutions reduced

complexity & increased productive

time



About SHR Software Solutions 

SHR Software Solutions are capable of
delivering high quality and on time
solutions. They have the expertise in
handling mega IT projects of
organizations/ governments. They have
expertise in providing high performance
solutions across multiple industry
verticals. SHR Software Solutions strive to
create innovative, cost-effective, and
efficient solutions that drive client
businesses. They clearly differentiate
themselves on their robust service
offerings, competitive ROI, and committed
client management.

V-Office has given us many measurable  
tangible benefits. We have got all of our 
organization management complexity 
resolved on one tap. Without any learning 
time involved, V-office is a ready to go tool 
which can be accessed from anywhere in 
the geography. We have saved our 60% of 
time from reporting, ticketing and tracking 
and with no separate tools but all in one V-
Office!

MR.Jaihavish

CEO of SHR Software Solutions 



GROWTH & IMPACT

Resolved the organization 
management complexity 

by 100%

100% Reliable72% time saved 
from manual reporting and 

status meetings



Results That Speak Volumes

 At SHR Software Solutions, the management travelled extensively which made it difficult 
for them to get continuous visibility on work performance in their different centers. It was 
also pertinent for them to understand current work styles to manage overtime better and 
improve time efficiency and productivity. There were challenges in governance without a 
clear picture on how teams were spending their time, lack of reporting and absence of 
segregation between productive and non-productive activities. V-Office worked as one stop, 
single click solution to them where their full organizations was at disposal at single login and 
accessible across geography. There was no training required for using V-Office and it was 
“ZERO” complexity solution which solved 100% of management challenges.

 With a single tool, we were able to see the following results-

 Resolved the organization management complexity by 100%

 72% time saved from manual reporting and status meetings

 100% Reliability of service and no training required to use


